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Introduction
Welcome to the First Annual Report of BVU!
You will see that this is a different format from either of the annual report styles of the founding
congregations. It is neither a collection of individual group reports nor a pictorial sampling of the
year’s activities. As in all things this year we have arrived at a third way that belongs uniquely to
BVU.
This report is in three sections.
The first is the Boards accountability report as it relates to the Strategic Plan 2020-2023, adopted April
2020 as well as some of the directions found in the Proposal to Amalgamate document.
The second is the Financial profile of 2020.
The third is Nominations.
The pages of this report are an overview of the work and accomplishments during the 2020 year for
Broad View United. A fair bit of the work was focused on the details of amalgamation. The goals for
this were set out in a number of documents including the proposal to amalgamate and in a document
that went to the Pacific Mountain Region for their approval of some 5 year objectives in seeking their
approval to amalgamate.
You may remember that we made a bold decision to amalgamate from a place of strength and vision
for the future in anticipation of what would be needed of churches on the horizon. We could not have
imagined that in the midst of creating a strategic plan and working at the numerous elements that go
into an amalgamation that we would be plunged into a pandemic that would disrupt not only our way of
working and doing church day by day but would disrupt the lives of so many and create additional
challenges to respond to.
Contained in these pages then is not only the things we accomplished relative to the goal of
amalgamating but the many pivots necessary to respond to COVID 19 and the pandemic. Not only
were a number of programs put on hold but significant income sources were reduced or eliminated
completely. The ongoing support of many in the congregation as well as help from the federal
government has meant that we were able to weather the storm for 2020 with some losses but without
catastrophic effect. Further pivots will be required in 2021 to navigate the ongoing financial challenges
ahead but we are confident that we will be able to do so.
As you will see from this report, we are a congregation with many gifted people who have given
significant amounts of their time, wisdom and energy to get us to where we are today. We are grateful
for the leadership of each one of you and for your support and prayers as we have navigated the
unpredictable during 2020.
While some of the leadership will be named in the report relative to specific tasks or groups, there will
be other leadership and support that will go unnamed but is none the less appreciated and has helped
shape who we are as an emerging congregation.
Thank you to you all – for your enthusiasm, your questions, your leadership and your financial support
during this past year. As Jesus is quoted as saying in the parable of the good steward: “well done, thy
good and faithful steward” ….
Blessings
Cheryl and Mark
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A: Strategic Plan for 2020
Priorities and accomplishments for the 2020 year were in the following areas. While they grew out of
the initial draft of the strategic plan that was reviewed by the joint council in April, the COVID 19
pandemic meant that there was a lot of pivoting to do throughout the year. Some of the goal areas had
to be put on hold and others emerged that needed to be attended to. All in all, despite the pandemic,
much was accomplished and many adaptations made.

Amalgamation
After the vote of the two founding congregations of St Aidan’s and of Cadboro Bay/Gordon Head in
late November of 2019 was overwhelmingly affirmative to Amalgamate effective May 31st 2020, the
joint council and the project management team moved into high gear to put into place a number of
things needed for an effective amalgamation
•

Creation and adoption of values statement (mission and vision): In January of 2020, 130
people gathered with the consultant Catherine Schissel, who has been helping us work on
governance and values clarification, at the Cedar Hill X site. Over the course of a few hours,
folks had a chance to offer feedback to a draft document created from information gleaned from
the coaggregation over the last 18 months leading up to the amalgamation vote. The interactions
and feedback led to more adaptation and distillation of the values and goals and a second draft
was circulated to the board and approval sought from the congregation. The final statement was
adopted in March of 2020 by the joint council and can be found both on our website and in
appendix A of this document.

•

New board and governance model: Work for a new board and governance model began in
2019 but work continued on it throughout 2020. On May 20, 2020 the joint board approved the
Governance Framework and the congregation did as well at their first congregational meeting
on June 14th, 2020. This framework was then forwarded to the Pacific Mountain Region and
received their approval in June of 2020 as well. Since that time, the new Board of BVU has
continued to work at fleshing out the policies and specifics related to the framework with our
consultant Catherine Schissel and with additional support from the PMR consultant Doug
Goodwin to ensure that our policy and model aligns with the UCC Manual. More work will
continue on this during 2021. See appendix B for the copy of the Governance Framework.

•

Nominations to Board, and Committees and slate of Trustees: Members of the new Board
of BVU were carefully selected finding a balance of former board members to the founding
congregations as well as folks who had not been on either board in the past. Balance for gender
diversity and possessing a good cross section of skills were just some of the priorities, as
outlined in the governance structure, that went into the nominations process. A new slate of
members for the Board, the Finance and M&P committee and the Trustees was prepared and
voted on by the newly amalgamated congregation on June 14th.

•

Appointing members to Ministry Teams: As a part of the new governance model, ministry
teams to help support the ongoing life and work of BVU were to be established. A nominations
group of Tony Smith and Sarah Schoeck together with the two co-lead Ministers was
established and over the summer of 2020 folks were approached to serve on these teams. Over
the course of the fall, about 75% of the teams were activated and met at least once. A few
teams are still under development and have not as yet met. Covid has complicated or put on
hold some of the mandates of a few of the teams as well. More work on this will unfold in
2021. A list of the teams and the members can be found in appendix C.
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•

Choosing a New Name and Logo: A team consisting of Pat ten Have, Val Bauld, Aziza
Sealey-Qaylow, Kate Reston and Dave Goossen were recruited to help guide a process for the
congregation to give input into a new name for the amalgamated congregation. Because we
were in the midst of a pandemic and no in person gatherings were permitted, this work had to
be done electronically. The team members possessed a variety of skills and were made up of
folks with experience in writing and marketing, history with the congregation and grounded in
their faith. Over 85 possible names were submitted to the committee for consideration and each
name was vetted carefully using a matrix of criterion. The name BROAD VIEW UNITED was
presented to the congregation in an email and folks were asked to vote on the name and give
feedback. 267 votes were cast with 70% of the congregation approving the
name. It was adopted by the Joint Council on May 20th
Once the congregation had affirmed the name, it was sent along with
supporting information about some of the intent of meaning behind the
name to a number of companies who create logos. Through a competitive
process over 30 designs were submitted for consideration. After a short
process of adaptation and refinement of the top 2 contenders, these were
also submitted to the congregation for their vote and preference. The logo
we have was selected by 70% vote in favour of the current logo.

•

Creation of a new website and social media online presence:
Once a new name and logo were established, work could then begin on creating a new online
presence for Broad View United. Meghan Vaughan, Nadia Kozak and Leon Ling formed a
small committee together with the co-lead ministers to begin to research platforms, hosting
companies and templates to find what would best serve us now and into the future. Keeping in
mind accessibility as a priority, we sought to use fonts and layouts that were supportive to those
with visual impairments and a platform that could be translated into any language the user
needed or wanted to align with our intercultural values. Once these decisions were made,
Meghan went to work to create our new website integrating our values, our new ministry goals
and activities into a fresh presence online. All possible configurations of Broad View United
were secured online so that any search would lead folks to the right place
www.broadviewunited.com . The new website was launched in September of 2020.
Maureen Koch, Susan Draper and Julie Ng were at the same time working to establish our new
social media presence to combine the two former Facebook pages, while Meghan Vaughan
worked on creating a new Instagram presence. A combined philosophy was established to guide
their work and they set to launch our new social media presence on May 31st 2020 upon our
amalgamation. Folks from both sites were informed and attempts made to migrate their
attention and participation to the new sites. Over the second half of the year, refinement to the
approach and to the content has been made and statistical information gathered about who is
accessing and how frequently in order to maximize our reach.

•

New Data Base Establishment: As part of our being able to track membership and
communicate to folks, a new data base needed to be established. Nadia Kozak set out to do
some research about the best possible database for us along with an analysis of the ones we
were currently using. In the end, a new data base program was suggested called BREEZE and
we moved ahead to begin the process of merging the two former data bases into one. One of
the main advantages of the new data base is the mobile app that allows staff and congregants
easy access to one another. The integration of the calendar of events within the data base we are
hoping will also be an asset once we can be back to having a full slate of program offerings post
Covid. While there are still some data we are working on updating, the database seems to be
serving us well.
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• New Chart of Accounts and Budgeting: The two former congregations used two different
accounting approaches to their day to day financial management. A new chart of accounts and
accounting system was begun to be created to be launched for Jan 1, 2021 after the year end of
2020 financials were completed and filed with the CRA. Paul Malnarich (treasurer) and
Meghan Vaughan (bookkeeper) with input from the co-lead ministers, worked hard to create a
new bookkeeping format that will streamline our operation and support the board with
accessible statements in the coming years.

Social Enterprise Development
One of the core goals of Broad View United was the establishment of Social Enterprise Ventures to
secure a diverse way the ministry of the congregation would find funding and expression. Both
revision of former enterprises and the establishment of new ones were goals named in the
amalgamation proposal. Here is an update:
•

Just Like Family Social Enterprise Report:
It’s been just over a year since Broad View
United’s first social enterprise, Just Like
Family Home Care, began offering services to
the community of Southern Vancouver
Island. In August 2019, the Joint Council for St.
Aidan’s and Cadboro Bay United appointed Sarah Bowder, Wanda Walker and Kathryn Clinton, to
form a board to oversee the operations of the Just Like Family Home Care franchise along with
board advisors Mark Green, Cheryl Black and Scott Morrice. The board hired a Community Health
Director in late November 2020 and the first client was seen in early January 2020.
It’s been a year of growth and challenge for both the staff and the board. As of January 2021we had
over 30 clients, over 30 caregivers and 3 full time staff. In June 2020, we purchased the Just Like
Family franchise for Northern Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands and began recruiting clients
for entire island. As of the business year end of August 30, 2020, the enterprise was close to
breaking even. We estimate a profit of $50,000 for the year end of August 30, 2021.
Our staff under the leadership of CEO, Sarah Bowder, has done an outstanding job of navigating
the challenges that came along with starting a new business and the issues that arose due to the
pandemic. We are grateful to have such dedicated and caring staff that have gone above and beyond
to meet the needs of clients during such a stressful time.
We are also grateful for the support received from United Church of Canada Edge Ministries that
encourages innovative and creative ministry projects such as ours.
And finally, we’d like to thank the congregation for recommending our services to those you know
and care about. We have several clients who have heard about our services through the church.
Here’s what some of those clients had to say about us:
o They're a great choice. I used them while on recovery from a fall. My home care provider was
extremely attentive and caring, truly one of the nicest people I've ever met. Because of them, I
recovered a lot faster and got the help I needed to walk again! L.P.
o I am very pleased with how Just Like Family listens to the client as well as the family to better
provide the custom care needed for my uncle. My Uncle was against accepting support in his
home. After a few visits he has improved his eating and taking of his medication regularly. A
great relieve for me his niece and his family. He thoroughly enjoys the time with his care
worker. C.B.
o My friend was reluctant to have "strangers" in her home and was worried that these helpers
would not be able to handle her complex needs in a way that respected her dignity. Happily,
this was not the case. She feels listened to and knows that if any problems arise, Just Like
Family will try to solve them to her satisfaction. They go the distance and more. S.D.
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o I highly recommend Just like Family, they have taken such good care of my 99 year-old mother
who is in a nursing home without any close relatives nearby. The communication line is always
open whenever I have a query for them, or concern regarding my mother, and they are always
quick to respond and assist. C.W.
o My elderly parents needed extra care quickly starting November 2020. I interviewed a number
of home care companies but was most impressed with JLF’s willingness to accommodate their
uncertain requirements including several 24 hour shifts immediately. The caregivers are kind,
attentive, caring folks. Communication by the caregivers regarding any issues is very important
and JLF is prompt and follows up. Scheduling has been flawless. Everyone -family and mum
and dad- are very grateful and happy with JLF. I would not hesitate to recommend them!! R.A.
Just Like Family Home Care is much more than an additional revenue stream for Broad View
United. It is a social enterprise that pays a living wage and benefits for its caregivers, while
treating them with integrity and respect. It allows us to make a difference on Vancouver Island
and the Gulf Islands to both caregivers and clients by providing quality relationship based
personal care, companionship and support for seniors and others in need. Thanks to everyone
who has contributed to its ongoing success!
•

Thrift Store reconfiguration: The arrival of COVID saw
the Thrift Store closed and volunteers safely staying at
home. Sylvia Campbell had retired, as had co-founder
Patsy Osselton, with the thanks and gratitude of all. Two
changes were envisioned for the Thrift Store: one was
organizational and one was physical space. Recognizing the
trends in volunteering as well as the models of social
enterprise organizations a Board was set up and the
decision made to hire a dedicated manager to guide the next stage of development of the Thrift
Store. Today we are pleased to have Samantha Lawrence and Katy Smith, two young moms,
steering the Thrift Store into the future. As well, during the COVID closure, we took the
opportunity to renovate and re-organize the physical layout of the space. This involved untold
hours of work by volunteers moving, sorting, culling, and collecting merchandise. A transition
team, in support of the managers, assisted, project manager Marilyn Poutanen, in the redesign
and guided the volunteers in reassembling a fresh, bright and spacious thrift store. The store
reopened in January and it is a happy enterprise for all concerned.
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Small Group Ministry and Congregational Care
•

Small Group Core Team and Establishment of Small Group Ministry: The Small Group
Core Team formed in late 2019 in preparation to launch our New Small Group Ministry at
Broad View United. We are blessed with the wisdom, passion and dedication of three members
on the Core Team and a total of twelve facilitators who have stepped up to lead our groups. The
Facilitator training occurred the weekend just prior to the pandemic in mid March, thus pivoting
was again called upon, as from the get go groups could not meet in person.
A total of eight small groups are now in existence comprising of 70 congregants. All groups
connect and deepen relationships through spiritual friendship and care, learning and study,
spiritual practices and once we are able ---outreach and community connection.
As we emerge from the pandemic in 2021, our plan is to add a group at Berwick Lodge, an
LGBTQ2S+ group (once leadership is secured) and several others that will either meet in folks’
homes or at one of our sites.
Currently, most small groups meet monthly while others
more frequently. Small group facilitators also gather
monthly to share their wisdom and learnings as well as to
encourage one another in this new venture. Many of the
groups participated in one of the Three Lenten Studies made
available to congregants.
Those who are in a small group are appreciating the value of
spiritual connection and getting to know one another within
a climate that is nourishing, encouraging and respectful of a
variety of viewpoints and faith expressions. We hope you
will join us on this journey! ~ Respectfully Submitted, Margaret Harper

•

Congregational Care Team: The Congregational Care Team was formed in 2020 based
on the firm foundation honed from the two founding pastoral care teams. Early meetings were
spent getting to know each other, and coming to understand and appreciate our similarities and
differences in how we have walked beside, cared for and nurtured congregants in times of
challenges, sorrows, joys and life transitions. We have learned to pivot our pastoral care via
phone calls, emails and cards, as in-person visits were prohibited. Our energy and passion were
largely directed to two projects: organizing Christmas poinsettias and Easter greetings to those
(for whom we were aware) are more isolated, or in need of extra TLC.
We will be looking for a few more members for this team as we start to emerge out of the
pandemic. ~ Respectfully Submitted, Betty Anne Dempsey & Margaret Harper
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Building Redesign Working Group
In February of 2020, a Building Re-design Working
Group of members of our congregation was established
consisting of Mark Anthony (semi-retired Architect)
Marilyn Poutanen (Interior Designer) Mike Emme (UVic
professor in Fine Arts) and Faye Schmidt (Psychologist).
In November of 2019, the joint council had accepted the
recommendations that the Cedar Hill X site would be best
suited for the future site of the amalgamated
congregation.
This group set out to gather input from the congregation
about what they saw as important elements in the new design. Over 125 submissions of ideas, thoughts
and feelings were received. Each was read carefully and trends emerged: flexibility; sacred space;
welcoming and accessible; light and nature; and a green footprint were just some of the common words
that emerged. In addition, the core values of BVU, Progressive, Integrity and Connectedness were also
woven in to the feedback received.
The committee shared a summary of these thoughts with the community and began the process of
creating some possible designs for the space that would take into account the feedback and future needs
for programing and use. And initial design was shared with the Board and with staff in the summer and
also sent out for possible costing estimates. While the overall design met with much approval, the
costing was far exceeding what either the working group or the board had anticipated. Back to the
drawing board the working group went to see what adaptations could be made to plans that would scale
back the big dreams but still keep intact the vision and the values that had emerged.
A new design and costing emerged that was far more within reach and it was presented to the Board
and then to the congregation in November for feedback. A video presentation was created and folks
were invited to an online zoom session where the video was shared, questions could be asked and
information shared. This was offered 5 different times over the course of a week. Then a follow up
package was shared online and mailed to those requesting it. As well the video was also made public
for folks to watch a second time. Feedback
was encouraged and the committee sought
then to integrate feedback into the final set
of design for the congregation to vote on in
early 2021. A budget was created and
shared with the congregation.
There will be extensive work for this
committee to do in 2021 as they oversee the
project through its various stages of
development. When Mark Anthony moved
back to the mainland, he was replaced by
Doug Koch and Sarah Schoeck. Feedback
to this committee is always welcomed and
can be sent to reno@broadviewunited.com
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Sale of former Gordon Head United Property: In
March of 2020, the two co-chairs of the Joint Council and the
two co-lead Ministers met with the Pacific Mountain Region
Executive Minister and Vancouver Island Regional Minister to
outline a 5 year plan for Development and Sustainability of the
amalgamated congregation of (the not yet named) Broad View
United. The Region gave its blessing to the principles and
plan contained within, including the use of the two surplus
properties to realize the goals of the new congregation.
In the fall of 2020, the BUV Board engaged the services of NAI commercial real estate company to
help us sell the former Gordon Head United Church Property. A process was designed by NAI for
competitive bids and the chair and vice chair of BVU were empowered to sit down with NAI to review
the offers and to make a selection and recommendation to the Board. A recommendation and
presentation were made to the Board and to the Trustees by the subcommittee which included all the
offers and the rationale for the offer being recommended. The board deliberated and then approved the
recommendation and instructed the Trustees to seek permission and approval from the Pacific
Mountain Region (PMR). This was done and obtained and the property sold as of October 29th 2020
for approximately 3.1 M less outstanding mortgage amounts and fees. 10% of the proceeds from the
sale will be shared with the PMR to go toward Campus Ministry and other priorities negotiated with
the executive minister, 10% will go toward Reconciliation initiatives within the PMR with Indigenous
groups and the remainder will go towards the funding of renovations and ministry at BVU.

Development of Partnerships for Community Hub Space: A part of the vision for Broad
View United was enhanced community partnerships that would expand our reach and impact as a
church. To do this we are working to invite and screen potential partnerships that would help us meet
our goals and objectives. To assist us with this discernment, a matrix was created to help with the
process of decision making as to who would be our partners moving forward.
Letters were sent out in the summer to a variety of organizations and businesses that were seen to have
potential to be good partners with us. Unfortunately, the effects of the pandemic were being felt by
quite a number of nonprofits with whom we had hopes of being in partnership. But we none the less
received some favourable responses that we are in the midst of negotiating and putting through the
matrix.
One partnership that we did close a deal with in 2020 was with a daycare to use the exclusive space in
the south east corner of the building. As part of the thrift store renovations, this space was returned to
its original design as a purpose built daycare space. We worked to negotiate a lease with Sitka and
Sparrow Early Education who moved into the space February of 2020.
We have also solidified our vision for the Hub and Commons space and the ways those will interrelate
in the new building configuration. (See appendix D) While we are under renovation, there will be a
delay in the occupancy of the Hub, but we will still be looking to work out partnerships for the future.
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COVID Adaptations: As with every other element of our society, March 13th of 2020 brought
many of our plans and aspirations to an abrupt halt. Initially we thought it might be a few weeks or
months of suspension. But as the weeks rolled on it became clear that we were in this for the long hall.
Some of the changes we made to ways of being that were in our long range plan for shifts to our
approaches. Some of the changes have surprised us in what they have yielded in connections. And still
others continue simply to bridge the gap until we can be back together as community. Whatever the
case, these adaptations took up a significant amount of staff and volunteer time to make the pivots
necessary to serve the world. The following is a list of some of those adaptations:
•

Children, Youth and Young Adults pivoting:
Programing for all ages shifted to online primarily with
a small exception during the fall. For many of our
children and youth this has been a challenge since so
much of their other life and schooling has also shifted
online and there was fatigue in not wanting to engage in
this way on weekends as well. As part of the pivot,
monthly Faith@Home kits have been created by Pat
McKay in partnership with the PMR and distributed to our families each month. As well, our
family ministry co-ordinator Pat McKay has created a virtual classroom for each month that
children and their parents can explore that has stories, activities and videos that compliment the
kits. Opportunities to connect have also been provided by phone calls, emails and one socially
distanced picnic this summer.
Our Young Adults group has continued to meet twice a month online for check ins and
discussion. While the time together keeps everyone connected, the desire to be face to face
remains strong as online fatigue is again an issue with most of this group either doing all their
school or work online. This group has its own BVU Young Adult Facebook group and
communicate using a variety of technologies

•

Worship pivoting: Worship went immediately online with lots of trial and error in adapting
and using technology. While the plan had been to incorporate live streaming as a part of the
new platform for worship after the renovations were complete and equipment bought and
staffing hired, the push to online was abrupt but necessary. All the staff and musicians were
incredibly flexible and gracious as we entered a really steep learning curve to putting a service
online. Adaptations to format, length, editing, sound, timelines etc were all part of what it meant
to put worship online. The worship team helped provide feedback and suggestions and keep the
backgrounds alive and appropriate. We purchased some new equipment and used a few
communication consultants along the way while we set the ground for hiring in the new year.
Throughout we have maintained our commitment to two different styles
of worship and each has learned to pivot in different ways to meet the
needs of those who watch and attend weekly. Special services like Blue
Christmas were also offered in a different format again.
We experimented with a new format called Virtual Church and it was
well received. For Christmas Eve, we provided both online opportunities
as well as a drive-in experience for those who wished to come and be
together safely in their cars but still in community. Feedback was
positive and all the many volunteers who helped out felt it was
meaningful for them and those who attended.
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▪

Pastoral care pivoting: Pastoral Care became a huge challenge as trying to stay in touch
and bridge isolation and loneliness were big challenges while continuing to stay safe and follow
guidelines. Betty Anne and Margaret worked hard to reach out by phone to check in on many
people throughout 2020. Phone trees were used, emails sent. When folks died, decisions had to
be made to either offer the service online or to delay the service until a later date. These were
hard decisions for families. Weddings were postponed in many cases and baptisms put on hold.
We tried a number of ways to keep the congregation connected to one another pastorally. Early
on, zoom coffee hours were offered following the Bridge Service. These later moved to
Tuesday and Thursday online community coffee times. For a brief period during the summer
and the fall we offered outdoor community distanced coffee social times.
Online counselling and support was also offered and the emergence of the Small Groups also
helped keep people connected. Many in our congregation worked hard to phone and email each
other to check in as well.

▪

Communication pivoting: One of the key pivots during the year has been to maintain as
much contact and sharing of information as possible to the congregation. Especially in a time
of transition and amalgamation, this task was critical. We attempted to find a multiplicity of
ways to communicate to the congregation information and updates when Sunday
announcements and bulletins were no longer an option. We offered the following as ways to
keep folks updated.
o Weekly email: sent every Friday to over 650 subscribers that updates folks on what is
happening in the coming week and provides links for the Sunday services
o Monthly Town Hall meetings: where the community can gather, greet one another and
be provided with more in-depth updates and conversation about emerging issues for the
congregation during the amalgamation
o Monthly Newsletter: sent at the beginning of every month to everyone in the
congregation that keeps them informed about what has happened and what is happening
in the month ahead. This is sent both electronically as well as mailed to 67 individuals
who don’t do email comfortably.
o Social Media updates: daily on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter that invites
interaction and engagement
o New Website: which is updated daily and where folks can find us who are new to
Victoria or searching for a church. Also, the portal for congregation members looking
for information or to register for programs.

▪

Educational program pivoting: In the early part of 2020, programming
was suspended. But as time wore on and the probability of being able to offer
much in the way of programing in person was small, the educational team met
to strategize possibilities. It was decided that folks were looking still for
educational opportunities but while some needed in person experiences, many
were still uncomfortable with them and needed online options. It was decided
that we would offer a multi-pronged approach that could pivot as necessary.
Some of our ongoing Bible Study groups and meditation groups opted to meet
again in person for a brief time this fall and then pivoted to online when health
orders required them to do so. Larger group activities like Movie Night
suspended because there was not an online format that worked for the members of those groups.
For two courses, Racism 101 and Living an Examined Life, both an online version and an
in-person option were offered. Both options were well attended and when health directives
required the suspension of the in-person options, the majority of those folks joined the online
group.
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▪

Outreach pivoting: Perhaps the hardest place of pivoting was in our outreach
capacity. Without our ability to interface with others, many of the outreach
programs we were a part of were suspended or the role of volunteers reduced or
eliminated. Many of our partner agencies also struggled to meet the ever
increasing needs and those able volunteered where they could and where it was
safe for them to do so. We continued
to respond case by case where we
could to individuals seeking assistance and we
provided what we were asked to by our partners.
We were still able to support the Angel Gifts
program and the Baby Shower for Jesus this year.
The generosity from the congregation was still felt
and appreciated by many.

▪

Staffing and Committee pivoting: Staff have all sought to work hard at pivoting and to
make adjustments to their work load and job descriptions throughout the year. Disappointments
and reimagining were the order of the day often and group brainstorming was often a key
component to our times together. Staff worked a combination of at home and in their offices
when the church was closed to the public. Everyone has sufficient office space to be able to do
so safely. Covid did unfortunately require us to lay off two employees whose work was
specifically related to areas that were ended with the coming of Covid and there were no
opportunities to redeploy them. Generous severance packages were offered to each of them.
Perhaps the biggest shift for staff and committees was the advent of Zoom meetings. While it
was a steep learning curve for most of us, we did manage to pivot and the use of the technology
did actually provide some advantages that we will likely use going forward. The cost of
purchasing zoom accounts was an extra expense but we are sharing accounts where possible to
be as thrifty as we can. Learning to use the technology and teaching the congregation how to
use the technology of Zoom will indeed be one of the hallmarks for 2020.
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Intercultural Program at Broad View United - IPaB
With a vision to reflect our values of being an open and
welcoming community of faith, and the understanding of the
high ratio of immigrants in BC and the CRD region (27% and
18% respectively according to ICA), the focus of IPaB aims to
connect the newcomers to the local community:
1. By introducing the local culture through the welcoming
and supporting actions of the BVU community
2. To improve the awareness and understanding on the
diverse backgrounds of the newcomers in our society
among the BVU community
Therefore, three programs were developed:
Weekly ICaB – BE (Intercultural Conversations at BVU – Basic English)
• Provide conversation opportunities to newcomers whom look to improve their English
conversation skills, and to improve their engagement and involvement in the local community.
Bi-weekly ICaB – BM (Intercultural Conversations at BVU – Business Mentoring)
• For the BVU community to show hospitality and support to the newcomers through their sharing
of personal insights and work experience
• For the young adults and international students who are looking to get settle and form their home
in Canada
Monthly IWaB (Intercultural Workshop at BVU)
• An opportunity for settlers of different times to engage and integrate with each other through
themed topics to deepen understanding of the differences in the local community.

Summary Review: With the pandemic situation, the on-site program has been moved online,
started with 6 participants via Facebook Messenger in March of 2020. The fast expansion moved the
program to meeting on Zoom, and has increased registration to a total of 63 people (from 18 different
countries) as of March 2021. Among them, there are Master and PHD students of both UVic and RRU.
Recently, we have been contacted by ICA (Inter-Cultural
Association of Greater Victoria) to be one of their
referred newcomer program organizations as their
applications have reached a minimum of 6 months
waiting period. Many of these people might join our
program for a short term, but it is a wonderful
opportunity for BVU to sow the spiritual seed of love,
walking the talk believing in our core values whenever
possible.
~Respectfully submitted, Julie Ng-Leung, Leader of
Intercultural Programming
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2021 Priorities and Goals
As we move into our first full year as an amalgamated congregation, the Board will be working to
articulate its strategic plan both for the short term and the long term. While there are many moving
pieces and the need to be adaptive to the changing circumstances that are unprecedented is expected,
the hope is that a framework will be developed based on the Vision and Values the congregation have
articulated. The following are the initial goals set out for the work of the Board and the co-lead
Ministers for 2021
• Establishment of Board and Governance policies that expand on the framework approved by the
congregation in June of 2020
• Establishment of Investment policies and their connection to the Broad View Foundation
• Oversight of the re-development and building phase of renovation of Cedar Hill X site
• Development of Justice and Outreach vision
• Further development of Technology and reach beyond the existing demographics
• 3year strategic plan development for ministry, mission and community engagement
• Diversification of board membership

B: Finances
Financial Statement Introduction: This year has been a challenging year and while we ended
with a deficit, it is important to put this into context, COVID basically shut us down in March which
meant that significant sources of revenue that were anticipated and budgeted for were cancelled. In
fact, the only anticipated source of revenue that continued after March were our individual offerings
and they were reduced from budgeted amount.
Compared to 2019, the following losses were experienced:
➢ Fundraising:
$50,000.
➢ Building User Fees:
$130,000.
➢ Thrift Store (Social Enterprise)
$52,000.
➢ Donations:
$50,000.
In addition, we did a capital upgrade to the Thrift Store that had additional cost, some of which was
paid for by a ProVision Grant.
We were fortunate that churches were eligible for Federal Grants and Subsidies related to COVID, so
we received funds from unbudgeted programs. These pandemic related incomes helped tremendously:
➢ Canadian Employment Wage Subsidy (CEWS)
$160,000. Approximately
➢ CEBA Pandemic LOAN
$60,000. (Repayable by 2022)
➢ CEBA Pandemic Grant
$20,000.
In 2021 we will continue to have losses in most of the above categories and the CEWS federal grants
will likely be reduced. Budgeting will be difficult and will be subject to government and public health
policy adjustments over time. The Thrift Store has reopened one day a week and volunteer
engagement is returning but will not return to full strength until everyone is vaccinated, has gained
immunity, and returned to confident public participation. What we have most influence on in the
budget stabilization is our offerings. Your extra generous giving beginning now and continuing
throughout the year will make a tremendous difference and help us navigate these uncertain times.
Once we are on the other side of 2021 we will have completed the renovation, the Community HUB
partners and corresponding leases will be in place, and the social enterprises will have stabilized and
grown.
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Nominations
•

•

▪

▪

Trustees for 2021
o Kathryn Berge
o Don Craigmyle
o David Coulter
o Bob Beaty
Board members
o Chair – Andrew Delong
o Vice Chair – Kathryn Clinton (nominated)
o Secretary – Sarah Porter
o Treasurer – Paul Malnarich
o Members at Large
▪ Barry Carbol
▪ Kelly Orr
▪ D’Arcy Wingrove
▪ Matilde Cervantes (nominated)
Finance Committee
o Paul Malnarich (chair)
o Paul Fogh-Dohmsmidt
o Patrick Smith
o David Stocks
Ministry and Personnel Committee
o Barry Carbol (chair)
o Ann Churchill
o Tony Smith
o Gloria Gillingham

Just Like Family
Wanda Walker (until June 2021)
o Judy Costanzo (after June 2021)
o Mary Jane Emme
o

Broad View Thrift Store
o
o
o
o

Janet Palin
Sylvia Campbell
Bill Fosdick
Veronica Malnarich

Vacancies and goal of diversification
▪ There is one board position still vacant that the board is still seeking a person who will help
with diversification of the board. As we continue to grow and diversify as a congregation,
the filling of this position will be easier to accomplish. The range of members for the board
is between 7-9 and currently we are at 8 so we are within the governance policies of persons
needed to lead and govern BVU.
Social Enterprise Boards
▪ It is the responsibility of the board to appoint members of the congregation to the boards of
Just Like Family and the Thrift Store. Members of these boards are chosen in consultation
with the existing board members of those boards, the co-lead ministers and the nominating
committee.
Clarification about Teams
▪ Teams are made up of members and adherents of the congregation to help engage and enact
the mission and ministry of the congregation. Their role on the team is not a decision
making role but rather practical place of coordination of a particular aspect of the life of the
congregation. Their mandate is outlined in the terms of reference (currently in process).
They work alongside the staff support to that particular team and may from time to time
provide information or recommendations to the Board. The Board is the only body with
decision making authority. See appendix C for Team members
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Appendix A

BVU CORE VALUES
Broad View United: Our core values as inspired by the teachings of Jesus and affirmed by this
community are:
1. PROGRESSIVENESS: Aligning ourselves with a progressive Christian theology and voice that
embraces diversity and emphasizes social justice.
o Transformative: Making a positive difference in the lives of people, communities and the
world by working for transformation through love, compassion and generosity.
o Innovative: Modeling ways of “being church” that provide multiple and diverse entry points to
involvement and service, and that build alternative models of funding to ensure the financial
sustainability of the church for future generations.
o Responsive: Being forward thinking, responsive to changing conditions, and adapting as
necessary in order to remain effective and relevant.
2. INTEGRITY: Walking the talk in everything we do.
o Safe and Welcoming (Inclusive): Becoming a safe place that welcomes and engages with
groups and individuals, both those in the mainstream and those on the margins.
o Accessible: Being an open hearted and accessible place for people with differing physical and
mental abilities.
o Sustainability: Protecting and restoring the integrity of our earth, valuing all living things, and
laying the foundations that will enable current and future generations to thrive.
o Interculturalism: Embracing and reflecting the diverse communities we live in and seek to
serve, while respecting each other’s differences.
o Reconciliation: Building relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities, and working
to decolonize language, theology and ways of being.
o Affirming: Providing safe spaces for individuals of all gender identities and sexual orientations
(LGBTQ2S+).
3. CONNECTEDNESS: Building strong connections and shared values with others.
o Relationships: Acknowledging that the sacred and holy are present and made manifest in every
relationship.
o Partnerships: Working in partnership with community organizations, social enterprises,
neighbourhoods and local governments to address economic, social and ecological issues.
o Youth Engagement: Creating connections with children, youth, and young adults that
empower them to actively shape our common future.
o Growing Church Community: Fostering connected, meaningful and deep relationships
through small groups and spiritual practices.
o Combating Social Isolation: Building community around shared passions and interests, and
providing safe spaces for people to gather, dialogue, learn from and explore differences.
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Appendix B

Broad View United
Governance Framework

Version 5

Approved by the Joint Council May 20, 2020

Approved by the Congregation June 14th, 2020
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I. INTRODUCTION
The following document outlines the governance framework for Broad View United. We have
designed the framework to enable the church to be a forward thinking, innovative, and
responsive 21st Century Church. The framework outlines the three main pillars of the governance
model: the Board Role, Board Quality and Board Structure and Processes and has been guided by
the regulations and policies as outlined in the Manual of the United Church of Canada. This
document will be supported by a board governance manual, which will further outline relevant
policy and procedure details.
The most critical step to creating a board governance framework is to ensure that the model
supports the overall vision and mission of Broad View United. In this case, this means ensuring
that we adopt a model that allows for the creation of a dynamic, inclusive and responsive
centre where everyone is welcome. The following vision, mission and values have guided the
development of the governance framework:
Vision: Our role is to be an agent of transformation and a fresh expression of progressive
Christian faith.
Mission: We will accomplish our vision by being a compassionate, cohesive and engaged
community of faith and resource centre for a progressive Christian voice.
Core Values:
1. Progressiveness: Aligning ourselves with a progressive Christian theology and voice that
embraces diversity and emphasizes social justice.
❖ Transformative: Making a positive difference in the lives of people, communities and
the world by working for transformation through love, compassion and generosity.
❖ Innovative: Modeling ways of “being church” that provide multiple and diverse entry
points to involvement and service, and that build alternative models of funding to
ensure the financial sustainability of the church for future generations.
❖ Responsive: Being forward thinking, responsive to changing conditions, and adapting as
necessary in order to remain effective and relevant.
2. Integrity: Walking the talk in everything we do.
❖ Safe and Welcoming (Inclusive): Becoming a safe place that welcomes and engages
with groups and individuals, both those in the mainstream and those on the margins.
❖ Accessible: Being an open hearted and accessible place for people with differing
physical and mental abilities.
❖ Sustainability: Protecting and restoring the integrity of our earth, valuing all living
things, and laying the foundations that will enable current and future generations to
thrive.
❖ Interculturalism: Embracing and reflecting the diverse communities we live in and seek
to serve, while respecting each other’s differences.

❖ Reconciliation: Building relationships with Indigenous peoples and communities, and
working to decolonize language, theology and ways of being.
❖ Affirming: Providing safe spaces for individuals of all gender identities and sexual
orientations (LGBTQ2S+).
3. Connectedness: Building strong connections and shared values with others.
❖ Relationships: Acknowledging that the sacred and holy are present and made manifest
in every relationship.
❖ Partnerships: Working in partnership with community organizations, social enterprises,
neighbourhoods and local governments to address economic, social and ecological
issues.
❖ Youth Engagement: Creating connections with children, youth, and young adults that
empower them to actively shape our common future.
❖ Growing Church Community: Fostering connected, meaningful and deep relationships
through small groups and spiritual practices.
❖ Combating Social Isolation: Building community around shared passions and interests,
and providing safe spaces for people to gather, dialogue, learn from and explore
differences.

II. BOARD ROLE – POLICY BOARD
The Board is the legally constituted authority responsible directly to the congregation for
prudent oversight of church business. The Church has determined that the most effective
manner in which to ensure proper governance and oversight is through the establishment of a
policy board. Policies formalize the roles and responsibilities of the Board and establish its
functions, practices and structure. As such, the Board governs with an emphasis on: 1) outward
vision rather than internal preoccupation, 2) encouraging diversity in viewpoints, 3) strategic
leadership more than administrative detail, 4) a clear distinction of board and staff roles, and 5)
collective rather than individual decisions.
Board Role and Functions:
The Board is be responsible for the following areas:
1. Taking the lead on creating a vision, mission and high level goals:
a. Determining the mission and purpose of the Church;
b. Drafting a strategic plan based on the vision, mission and goals, with input from the
congregation; and
c. Ensuring effective Church planning.
2. Securing resources:
a. Supervising and evaluating the Lead Minister1; and
b. Ensuring adequate resources, and overseeing the budget.
3. Defining clear roles and responsibilities:
a. Defining the roles and responsibilities of the board, committees and Lead Minister;
and
b. Developing appropriate policies as required ensuring role clarity between board and
staff.
4. Establishing benchmarks for performance and monitoring them:
a. Establishing and monitoring high-level outcomes and organizational results;
b. Monitoring the strategic and operational plans;
c. Assessing its own performance; and
d. Assessing Lead Minister performance.
1

Typically the highest-ranking staff position in an organization and the one responsible for making decisions to
fulfill the mission and success of the organization is referred to as either Executive Director (the term more
frequently used in non-profits) or CEO (which is commonly used by for-profit entities and some large non-profits).
However, the title of the lead staff position can be whatever fits the organization best, and for the purpose of
Broad View United, we are using Lead Minister, as recommended by the Project Management Team.

5. Being accountable to the congregation:
a. Managing resources effectively (i.e appoint Lead Minister to manage the
organization);
b. Enhancing the Church’s public image;
c. Ensuring legal and fiduciary requirements are met; and
d. Working with Trustees.
Duties of Board Directors:
Legal and Ethical Responsibilities of Board Directors:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Being loyal2 to the Church and the congregation;
Avoiding conflict of interest;
Not exercising individual authority over staff;
Dealing with the public, congregation, staff and each other in a fair, ethical and
straightforward manner;
Being prepared for, and actively participating in, meetings;
Actively monitoring the Church’s performance toward goals;
Fostering friendly, positive working relationships between volunteers and staff;
Maintaining confidentiality of board business; and
Promoting the best interest of the Church and speaking positively about the Broad View
United to the public.

Governance / Management Relationship:
The Board will focus on issues that have a high impact on the vision and mission of Broad View
United. The Board will provide strategic direction and policies that are guides for delegated
decision-making by senior management. The Board will deal with critical issues in a way that
least intrudes on the Lead Minister’s role of managing operations.
The Board will be responsible for the following areas:
1. Strategic direction and monitoring. The Board will ensure that Broad View United develops
and adopts a strategic plan that is consistent with its mission and values, and which enables
it to realize its vision. The Board leads the development of the strategic plan and ensures
that staff and the congregation have input into the plan. The Board is also responsible for
monitoring achievement of the goals set out in the strategic plan.
2. Financial oversight. The Board is responsible for stewardship of financial resources,
including ensuring availability funds and overseeing the allocation of financial resources.

2

We are using loyalty as defined in relation to fiduciary responsibilities, which in this case refers to acting in the
best interest of the organization.

3. Risk identification and oversight. The Board is responsible for being knowledgeable about
current and foreseeable trends and risks in both program and operational activities. This is
done in three ways: 1) by staying abreast of external / societal factors and conditions that
may/will affect the church; 2) receiving regular reports from management; and 3) ensuring
that appropriate risk analysis is performed as part of board decision making. It is important
to note that having a strong risk management process in place does not mean that the
Board is risk averse, rather they continue to be forward thinking and innovative, but with a
strong understanding of external factors that could impact the church.
4. Executive management oversight. The Board helps organize and oversee the recruitment
process as outlined in the National Pastoral Relations Policy of the United Church of Canada.
They also supervise and assess the performance of the executive staff (in this case Lead
Minister) through the Ministry and Personnel Committee.
5. Congregation communication and accountability. The Board maintains congregation
relationships by ensuring that the church regularly communicates in a manner consistent
with accountability to the congregation.
6. Governance. The Board is responsible for the quality and effectiveness of its own
governance and will assess its own performance on annual basis.
7. Legal compliance. The Board ensures that appropriate processes are in place to ensure
compliance with legal requirements.
Executive Staff – Lead Ministers:
One of the key responsibilities of the Board is to ensure effective management is in place. This
will be done through the creation of a senior leadership position called Lead Minister. Given the
current senior staff and the scope of management skills and tasks required, we have
established a shared senior leadership staff model, with two full time lead Ministers referred to
as co-Lead Ministers (co-LMs).
The co-Lead Ministers will be ‘ex-officio’ members of the board. They will attend board
meetings, participate in discussions, and receive and provide reports but they will not have a
vote. The co-LMs are the link between the Board and other staff, and the Board communicates
its directives or human resource policies to other staff through the co-LMs.
The co-Lead Minister will be responsible for the following areas3:
1. Operations. All day-to-day Church operations.
2. Staff management. In consultation with the Ministry and Personnel Committee,
recommend the hiring and termination of all non-order of ministry (lay) staff to the Board
and day-to-day supervision of all lay staff.
3

See Lead Minister Job Description for further details on responsibilities.

3. Budget and planning. Annual budget and operational planning as approved by the Board.
4. Ministry teams. Leadership and management of all teams. See page 11 for further
explanation of Ministry team roles and composition.
5. Stakeholder relationships. External stakeholder relationships including the community,
government, media and other stakeholders that enhance the public image and credibility of
the church.
6. Financial expenditures. Financial expenditures as outlined within the annual budget.

III. BOARD QUALITY
Board Size:
Broad View United Board will be made up of a minimum of seven and no more than nine voting
members, plus the two non-voting co-Lead Ministers and an ex-officio non-voting Chair of the
Board of Trustees.
Board Composition (skills/experience/qualities):
All board members of Broad View United must be a member of the Church with a spiritual
grounding4. Collectively the Board will also require the following skills, (please note that no one
member needs all the following skills, but rather the Board in its entirety should have the
following skills/experiences):
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Financial literacy;
Legal knowledge;
Governance;
Investment management; and
Human resource management.

To work effectively, board members must have the qualities that support collective action, and
decision-making:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Ability to work as a team and communicate effectively with each other
Commitment to the board and attendance
Absence of apparent conflicts
Leadership potential
Ability to think strategically and courage to take risks

Recruitment, Nomination and Election:
The members and adherents of the church elect board members. Identification and nomination
of board members will be the responsibility of the Nominations Committee of the Board. The
Nominations Committee will present a list of potential candidates to the Board for approval.
Once approved the list will be presented at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) for approval by
the members/adherents. If there are additional nominations from the floor during the AGM,
resulting in multiple candidates for positions, an election will be held at the AGM.

4

Adherent participants may be elected to the Board with the approval of the Regional Council.

Term and Renewal:
Board Members: Board positions will be for two years, with an option to renew twice for a total
of six years. The congregation will elect board members at the AGM. Once a board member has
completed a maximum six-year term, they must step down from the Board for one year before
being eligible for election to the Board again. Except in extenuating circumstances where a
board member may be asked to extend their term up to two years (see Executive Terms: Board
Chair, page 11).
Orientation and Education:
It is the responsibility of the Board to ensure that new board members and new committee
members receive orientation on their roles. Orientation will be done by the Board Chair and coLead Ministers or their designates. Orientation will be mandatory for all board and committee
members.
Removal from Office:
The Board may remove a board member or executive officer: 1) through a board member
removal process as outlined in board policies; 2) if the member has been absent for three
consecutive meetings within a year without adequate reason; and 3) by the Congregation or
Region as outlined in United Church By-Law B.7.3.5
Vacancies:
The Board may fill a board vacancy in between the Annual General Meetings; however the
appointment must be approved by the congregation at the next AGM.
Board Evaluation:
As part of the Board’s ongoing responsibility for its own performance, the Board will undertake
a board evaluation on an annual basis. This evaluation shall occur before the annual general
meeting, as part of their review of the past year’s achievements. The Board Chair will work with
the Nominations Committee to conduct the review.

IV. BOARD STRUCTURE AND PROCESS
Board Leadership:
The officers are the Board’s leadership, and thus the leadership of Broad View United. Broad
View United Board will have the following executive officer positions5 elected by the
congregation:
1. Board Chair: Chairs board meetings; takes responsibility for the conduct of board
meetings and of board members; sets and follows agendas; takes votes and announces
the results, votes only if there is a tie; is the spokesperson for the Church to the public;
and is a signing authority on legal and financial documents.
2. Vice-Chair/Past Chair: Supports the Chair and fulfills the duties of the Chair in their
absence.
3. Treasurer: Accounts for and reports on the funds, budget and expenditures of the
organization; signing authority on financial documents. The Treasurers’ responsibilities
are set out in detail in The United Church of Canada Manual, Congregational Life G.4.
4. Secretary: Takes accurate minutes (or reviews minutes taken by staff) of board
meetings; ensures all board documents are up-to-date and filed; maintains database
and accurate contact information of current board members.
Executive Terms:
1. Board Chair: The congregation will elect a Board Chair for a two-year period. Under
normal circumstances, the Board Chair will be nominated no later than at the start of
their second term. They will act as Vice Chair for one year, Chair for two and then Past
Chair for one year, for a total of four years serving on the executive and six years on the
Board. In extenuating circumstances, such as major transition periods or during major
projects where continuity of leadership is required, the Chair may be asked to extend
their appointment for up to two more years; this would need to be confirmed by the
congregation at the next AGM.
2. Vice Chair and Past Chair: These positions will each be a one-year period for a total of
two years.
3. Treasurer and Secretary: The congregation will elect both the Treasurer and Secretary
for a two-year appointment; these positions will be open for two renewal periods for a
total of six years.

5

Executive Officers job descriptions can be found in the Governance Policy Manual.

Board Committees:
Committees help the Board govern by gathering information, drafting policies, and other
activities as directed by the Board. Committees are not decision-making bodies; rather they do
the work and then report to the Board. Committees will be chaired by either a board member,
or a member at large appointed by the congregation, who may attend board meetings as an exofficio, non-voting member. One or both Lead Ministers will staff all committees. Committee
membership will consist of board members and members at large from the congregation.
Ministry and Personnel Committee (M&P)6
The M&P Committee has three roles: 1) Provide oversight of the Lead Minister on behalf of the
Board and Congregation; 2) Serve as a sounding board and support to the co-Lead Ministers
relating to human resource issues; and 3) Act as a body of appeal for staff when they are unable
to resolve issues with the co-Lead Ministers. The M&P Committee will be chaired by a member
of the Board of Directors and will have no less and three and no more than five7 members at
large. The co-Lead Ministers will support the Committee. The Committee’s Terms of Reference
are based on the United Church of Canada’s Ministry and Personnel Committees: Policy,
Procedures and Practices, January 2019.
Finance Committee8
The Finance Committee is responsible for budget planning and oversight; reviewing monthly
financial performance; and recommending long-term financial goals. They are also responsible
for reviewing and making recommendations to the Board concerning banking arrangements,
including lines of credit and debt management and overseeing the annual audit. The Finance
Committee will be chaired by the Treasurer and will consist of no less than three and no more
than five members at large. The co-Lead Ministers will support the Committee. The
Committee’s Terms of Reference are based on the United Church of Canada’s Financial
Handbook for Congregations, 2017.
Nomination Committee9
The Nominations Committee will oversee board and committee recruitment, including the
development of a skills/experience/qualities matrix to ensure diversity and appropriate skills
and representation on the Board. The Committee will also be responsible for board education,
including ensuring a comprehensive orientation session is provided to all new board members,
and providing/overseeing board education sessions as needed. The Nomination Committee will
6

See Committee Terms of Reference in the Governance Policy Manual.
The United Church Ministry and Personnel Committee recommends that committees have no less than 3 and no more than 7
members, however in keeping with current practice regarding effective board and committee size weare recommending no
larger than 5 members.
7

8

See Committee Terms of Reference in the Governance Policy Manual.

9 See

Committee Terms of Reference in the Governance Policy Manual.

be chaired by the Chair of the Board and will have no less than two and no more than four
members as identified by the Chair. The co-Lead Ministers will support the Committee.
Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees hold all of the property of the Congregation as part of the United Church.
The Board of Trustees is to discharge the duties and exercise the powers set out in the Trusts of
Model Deed (By-Laws, section 259). Specifically, the Board of Trustees holds property for the
use and benefit of the congregation as a part of The United Church of Canada (Appendix II,
Trusts of Model Deed, paragraph 1). The Trustees Chair will be nominated by the Nomination
Committee and will sit on the Board as an ex-officio non-voting member. The Committee will
have no less than three and no more than six members. The co-Lead Ministers will support the
Committee. For further details, see The United Church of Canada’s Trustees Handbook/The
Manual, October 2016.
Trustee Working Group - Investment and Foundation Working Group10
The Investment and Foundation Working Group will be a sub-group of the Board of Trustees
and will support the development and oversight of the Church’s investment policy. This will
include regular review of the policy, periodic updates on the investments and the development
of strategies to maximize assets. The Administrator will chair the working group and they will sit
on the Board of Trustees as an ex officio non-voting member. The Treasurer of the Board shall
also be an ex officio non-voting member of the working group. The working group will have no
less than three and no more than five members. The co-Lead Ministers will support the working
group.

Ministry Teams:
Teams support Ministry work (operations) with leadership and support from the staff. Teams
will be organized around the achievement of practical tasks and results. Teams will consist of
volunteers from the Congregation who are interested supporting the work of the team. The
teams are accountable to the co-Lead Ministers and the co-LMs will oversee the appointment
of appropriate staff and volunteers to each team. The following teams are being considered,
and these may change and shift over time depending on the overall goals and strategies
identified by the congregation through the strategic planning process.

10

See the Investment and Foundation Working Group Terms of Reference in the Governance Policy Manual.

Ministry teams for consideration:
Small Group Ministry
8. Affirm
Worship Team
9. Intercultural Team
Technology Team
10. Justice Animation Team
Property Team
11. Reconciliation Team
Stewardship/Fund Development Team
12. Educational Programming Team
Children, Youth/Young Adults and
13. Hospitality Team
Families Team
14. Historical Team
7. Congregational Care /Senior Ministry
Note: Terms of reference will be developed for each team.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Meeting Processes:
The Board will meet in person as a rule, but if necessary the Board may also meet by telephone
or video conference call or by email, as long as the requirements for email meetings in the
‘Procedures for Holding a Meeting and Decision-making are met. See The United Church of
Canada Manual 2019, Procedures for Holding a Meeting and Decision-Making, included as an
appendix, section 3.4.2.
Number of meetings: The Board will meet a minimum six times a year. Meeting times and dates
will be set as part of the Board’s annual work plan. The Board cannot meet without at least one
co-Lead Minister or their designate present.
Calling meetings: Meetings of the Board will be set by the Board at the first meeting after the
AGM. Outside of regular board meetings, the Chair must call a meeting if they have received a
written request from at least five members of the Board and the meeting must be held within
14 days of receiving the request.
Setting the meeting agenda: The Board agenda is the responsibility of the Board Chair and will
be prepared in collaboration with co-Lead Ministers. Input will be provided other board
members where necessary. The agenda will clearly outline what items require a approval by
vote and what items do not.
Approval of minutes: Minutes will be circulated no later than seven days following the Board
meeting. The past meeting minutes will be reviewed at accepted at the start of each board
meeting.
Meeting Quorum: A meeting of the board may take place only if at least 1/3 of voting board
members are present and at least one of the co-Lead Ministers or their ministry personnel
designate is present.
Annual General Meeting (AGM): A general meeting of the membership (congregation) will be
held annually and will happen no later than six months after year-end. At the AGM board and

executive members will be elect; the audited financial statements presented; and the Chair
andco-Lead Ministers will present their annual reports on achievements.
AGM Quorum: Quorum for the AGM will be 20 members. If there is insufficient members
to hold the AGM, then a second AGM will be scheduled two weeks later and the Board and
staffwill work to ensure that quorum is reached at this meeting.

BOARD MEMBER AGREEMENTS11
Each Board member will commit to following the policies as outlined by the United Church of
Canada. A breach of an agreement may be grounds for a board member’s termination.
1. Confidentiality Agreement – asking a board member to respect the confidentiality
ofinformation gained as a result of serving on a board.
2. Conflict of Interest Agreement – requiring a board member to declare if they
have apersonal interest in an area that is of interest to the organization.
3. Code of Conduct Agreement – overall rules and expectations about respect for
theorganization and other members.
4. Harassment Policy – outlines process for ensuring a safe and harassment
freeworkplace.

11

Full agreements can be found in the Governance Policy Manual.

Appendix C:

Ministry Teams
Small Group Ministry
Incl. newcomers

Val Bauld
Adele Heise
Betty Doherty

Staff: Margaret Harper
Investment Team

Staff: Mark Green & Cheryl Black
Worship

Staff: Mark Green & Cheryl Black
Technology
Staff: Mark Green
Property

Staff: Cheryl Black

Colin Booth
Roger Davidson
George Morfitt
Jill Sing
Paul Malnarich
Raedene Rotgans
Andrea Hubbard
Laura Giffin
Maureen Koch
Karl Hiscock
Shane Archer
Barry Campbell
Roger Hannaford (Accessibility Consultant)
Brian Shields
Ron Sherwood
Eric Rotgans
John Davoren
Ralph Gorby
Colin Booth

Stewardship/Fund Development
Staff: Cheryl Black
Children, Youth, Young Adults & Families

Staff: Pat McKay
Congregational Care/Senior Ministry

Staff: Margaret Harper &
Betty Anne Dempsey

Carol Turnbull
Sarah Schoeck
Katy Smith
Mandy Wilson
Jean Margison
Bonnie Davoren
Rosita Dworshak
Edna Hamilton
Beth Klick
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Intercultural

Staff: Julie Ng

Justice Animation

Staff: Mark Green

Reconciliation
Staff: Mark Green

Education Program
Staff: Mark Green

Hospitality
Staff: Cheryl Black

Historical

Julie Ng
Doug Pattison
Anne Crozier Smith
Sharon Strong
Padma
Robin Polastri
Stephen Tyler
Susan Draper
Gian Polastri
Mary Stocks
Barbara Hansen
Brenda Henderson
Marie Langley
Lynne Crawshaw
Bonnie Hetherington
Vivian Skinner
Judy Gorby
Janis Evans
Carol Beardsell
Brian McConkey
Wendy Brown
Ellen Mahoney
Shelagh Hamerton
Ann Strother
Shirley Hannaford
Lois Heppell
Peggy Morfitt

Staff: Cheryl Black

Affirm
Staff: Cheryl Black
Communications

Ron Fisher
Kath Silversides
Susan Draper
Maureen Koch

Staff: Julie Ng & Meghan Vaughan
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Appendix D
The Vision for the Hub and the Commons:
In the Amalgamation Report that the congregation adopted at the congregational meeting,
November 24, 2019, two key components of the ministry plan were outlined: Community
Partnership Engagement and Third Space. Below is an outline about these concepts and the way
the building redesign has been set to accomplish them.

The Hub:
•

•
•
•

•
•

We have a vision of creating a community of partner organizations and programs in the
lower floor. This Partnership Hub will include the Thrift Store, the Daycare, Caregivers
and Tots program and other groups still to be identified who share mission values of
inclusivity, working with the marginalized, and serving the wider community.
The Hub will make use of the commercial kitchen, and the lower hall throughout the
week. The exchange of knowledge and information amongst all the Hub programs and
partners will serve to augment the effectiveness and visibility of BVU's ministry.
The renovation of the Thrift Store and the Daycare space has already occurred in line with
this vision. An accessible, independent path to the lower hall has already been established
and needs only increased lighting to be fully functional.
The lower hall renovation will be modest at this time but will include improved sound
proofing between the floors so that upstairs and downstairs programs can run
concurrently. The staircase from the back of the narthex will be removed so the Hub area
can be secure and independent.
The fully accessible outside path is also an improved fire escape route.
In this HUB space and program BVU will continue the legacy of community involvement
and service that have been characteristic of the founding congregation.

The Commons:
The upper floor will be dedicated to the work of the church and will include staff offices and
meeting rooms, the welcoming area, the sanctuary and chapel, gender inclusive washrooms, as
well as a space to be known as the Commons. The new Commons will include:
• a large, fully equipped kitchen,
• a library,
• built in AV capabilities,
• comfortable seating.
• This area will have lots of natural lighting where the existing sky lights will have a
central position in the Commons Space.
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The vision and plan for the Commons includes:
• a 'third space' where the community is welcome to come for coffee, to read the paper,
meet with friends, etc.
• a host for the space who learns everyone's name and creates a sense of community
amongst the participants, puts the coffee on…
• a space where thrift store volunteers and customers will come for a coffee break
• a library with a variety of book genre's and an accessible children's library and tables
where parents and caregivers can meet and visit
• a culturally inclusive space with activities like ping pong and English language resources
in the library
• a youth friendly space with full AV facilities, a billiards table, and refreshments
• a Commons program which engages the interests of the church and wider community eg.
Anti-racism courses, Tai Chi, wellness groups, seniors, movie nights, parenting support,
small groups and medium and large size groups.
We envision the Commons being the heart, head and center for the people of BVU where you are
proud to invite your friends to come for a cup of tea and a visit
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